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Leatherwork and gilding, from tradition to evolution.
The Atelier Bettenfeld-Rosenblum was founded in 1895. Ever since, it
has perpetuated exceptional traditional expertise, exclusively
dedicated to working with leather and enhancing its natural
nobility.
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Introduction

While the workshop built its values around traditional know-how
and classic French excellence in the field of leatherwork and gilding,
Bernard Rosenblum and his son David succeeded not only in perpetuating
these two art-forms over the years, but above all in taking up all
the challenges and possibilities for evolution for this very complex
material.
Thus it was that, over the years, David enriched his work and studied all
the various aspects of leather, proposing today a wide array of new
technologies such as screen printing on leather, laser cutting and
engraving. He has diversified his approach to encompass all the different
fields involving leather, such as contemporary design, fashion and
"haute couture", leather goods, book-binding, leatherwork for
home furnishings and the decoration of leather, as well as restoration
and reproduction of old items, always guaranteeing outstanding
workmanship and undeniable quality.
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For many years, due to its reputation and values of quality, excellence
and refined esthetics, the workshop has been able to meet the most
demanding commissions received from clients on all five continents.
They include collectors, major establishments in the luxury sector,
and also a new generation of creators, designers and fans who
share these same values..

Our workshop's activity is dedicated to contemporary design,
restoration and reproduction of old leather. Thanks to our
mastery of the art, we can restore all kinds of objects made of leather. We can also decorate all types of leather using different methods
to enhance their nobility.
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Our expertise also encompasses the restoration and reproduction
of all antiques or "objets d'art" involving all tyes of leather, including

Tradition

shagreen. By way of example: screens, manuscripts on parchment or
vellum, Cordoba, Venetian, Flanders and embossed leathers, old
book bindings, desk pads, coffers, caskets, boxes and cases, sheaths
and scabbards for swords, book spines for fake libraries, and many
other items.

The client's needs can be met in terms of design through the
contemporary creation of artistic or utilitarian objects, but also
through advice, studies and prototypes in the field of leather
goods, home furnishings, morocco-leatherwork and book binding.
We work for both private and professional clients, cabinet-makers,
decorators and interior architects, national and foreign bodies,
luxury brands and companies, designers and artists, museums and
private collectors.

The leather, pigments and gold undergo rigorous selection in
Gilding stamp,
Louis XV motif

Gilding tools

which only those attaining a high level of excellence are retained.
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The workshop disposes of the largest collection of leather gilding
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tools that exists today for restoration or reproduction, covering
all styles from all eras. At clients' request, it also continues to make

Traditional Enhancements

gilding tools, especially for printing plates for luxury brands.
We do cold stamping with gold or silver, and colour, on all kinds
of leather.

We can also produce gilding burnishers, plates or wheels, for both
restoration and creation.

In keeping with professional ethics, only solid gold of at least 22
carats is used for gilding on leather.

Other techniques are used such as embossed leather (Cordoba leather, or
cordwain), marbled leather (sculpted leather), and mosaic on leather (rather like marquetry).

We also traditionally propose painting on leather, tinting by hand,
ageing and patinas, "cuir bouilli" (leather hardened by boiling) and
Sculpted leather,
Art nouveau style,
based on the work of
Alfons Mucha

Majorelle
blue pigment

cracked leather.

Over the past few months, David Rosenblum has developed for his
workshop a unique process for screen printing on leather, giving
him a new approach to working with the material.
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Screen Printing

The technique allows him to create and apply patterns, logos or
images in one or several colours, and a specific varnish to all
kinds of leathers. A special kind of ink is applied for each layer of
colour, one after another; its particularity is that it gives very
precise printing which is not affected by pressure on leather nor
its elasticity, does not fade and does not alter the feel of
the leather.
This process can be used just as effectively in both fashion and interior
decor.

Screen printed leather, neon
inks, Sakura motif,
by David Rosenblum

Screen printed
leatherskins,
allovers by Lisa Vanbach

Screen printed leather,
for Victoria & Thomas at
the « Festival de Hyères 2013 »

Screen printed shoes,
Fred Marzo

The laser was the next challenge taken on by David Rosenblum;
when designer Lisa Vanbach entrusted him with her project for
cutting and engraving leather to create luxury accessories, he
immediately launched himself into the technique and persisted
behind his laser plate, obtaining unequalled results after just 6
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Laser

months.
The laser offers considerable advantages; it ensures high precision in engraving and the cutting of patterns or designs, thus
creating surprising relief, meticulous openwork, and a new texture very appealing to the touch.
toucher.

Leather cuffs,
laser engraved and cut,
Lisa Vanbach

Leather cuffs, laser engraved and cut,
hand patina and dyeing, Lisa Vanbach

Laser cut leather sample

The workshop makes many luxury products including accessories,
leather goods and furnishings, always remaining loyal to leather.
But David Rosenblum wanted to develop another area, that of the
environment of these luxury products and their sales displays.
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We therefore take on interior decoration projects, creating wall
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tiles in leather, parchment and exotic skins, while using screen
printing, laser techniques and other processes to obtain original

Interior Decoration
& Sales Displays

creations of unique design, such as customized display units, busts
for high-end jewellery, and prestigious cases for leading establishments in the luxury sector.

Bust for high-end jewellery,
lambskin sheathe

Parchment and black iguana wall tile
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The workshop maintains and supports the tradition of the lea-
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therwork and gilding trade by restoring magnificent furnishings and antiques. Though we also produce unique pieces of

Furnishing

made-to-measure furnishings such as cigar humidors and curiosity cabinets for private clients or designers.

Watch case, Jasmin model,
sheathered in Igunana, grenade effect,
Les Ateliers Dufa

Cigar box,
Monceau model, sheathered
in Igunana and python,
Les Ateliers Dufay

Detail of the cigar box,
Madeleine model,
sheathered in python,
Les Ateliers Dufay

We offer our leather goods clients the possibility of an A-to-Z
package; design and concept research, sourcing of materials
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and accessories, the prototype and its technical specifications,
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and production meeting standards of French excellence and
luxury.

Leather goods
We only work with quality suppliers, which enables us to ensure and maintain excellent results.

Screen printed wallets,
Isaac Reina

Clutch, alligator and wallnut,
Hugo Matha

Finishing detail of a bag handle

As for leather goods, we offer our clients pursuing the development of
accessories the possibility of an A-to-Z package; design and
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concept research, sourcing of materials and supplies, the prototype and its technical specifications, packaging, and production
meeting standards of French excellence and luxury.

Accessories
We also enter into collaborations with designers for more complex
projects, such as the Aëdle headphones for Wallpaper* Handmade 2013.

Aedle’s headphones

Lisa Vanbach’s leathercuffs

Screen printed belt for Julien
Fournié

Pocket watch for FOB

The Atelier Bettenfeld-Rosenblum in Paris is open Monday
to Friday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. By appointment only.
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Contact

2 rue Titon - 75011 Paris
Tel./Fax : +33 (0)1.43.79.93.47 • Tel./Net : +33 (0)9.66.82.19.49
contact@abrparis.com
David Rosenblum • Portable : +33 (0)7.86.95.27.67
david.rosenblum@abrparis.com
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